Korean as an agglutinative language shows its proper types of difficulties in morphological disambiguation, since a large number of its ambiguities comes from the stemming while most of ambiguities in French or English are related to the categorization of a morpheme.
I. Introduction
Compared to French or English, Korean as an agglutinative language shows its proper types of difficulties in morphological disambiguation, since a large number of its ambiguities comes from the stemming while most of ambiguities in French or English are related to the categorization of a morpheme [1] . In the case that a Korean word can be analyzed into several different morpheme strings [2] , it is not easy to decide which one is the most compatible with the context. And what is worse, spacing rules of the Korean orthography are optional in some cases or they are easily violated in the other cases: it depends on authors to give spaces or not between two nouns in noun compounds; more than 10% of words in newspapers violate the spacing rules for the lack of space [3, 4] .
The current Korean morphological disambiguation systems adopt mainly statistical methods and some of them use rules in the postprocess to filter out incompatible strings [5, 6, 7] . The statistical approach can, though, give only positive clues of adjacency of two morphemes and it fails to predict precisely their mutual exclusions which play an important role in morphological disambiguation.
In our approach, the morphological analyzer reduces already the number of the candidate morpheme strings using adjacency conditions when it analyses a word into morpheme strings. And then the disambiguation depends on rules and statistics successively. As for the rules, the partial parsing using finite state automata decides the compatibility of each pair of morphemes: a negative value is assigned if a morpheme can not co-occur with another morpheme, while a positive value is given if they are compatible. After applying all the rules related to the word, our system chooses only the positively valued strings.
When more than two strings still have same value, the priority in the context is decided by the statistics in the next step.
II. Reduction of Candidate Morpheme Strings
The efficiency and the speed of a morphological disambiguation system depends largely on outputs of a morphological analyzer. When a Korean morphological analyzer segments a word into morpheme strings, one of the serious problems is the over-analysis. To filter out incompatible morpheme strings, our morphological analyzer uses, before the disambiguation, adjacency conditions which can tell the compatibility or the incompatibility of two morphemes. The scope of adjacency conditions in our morphological analyzer is intra-word: it concerns the two morphemes which constitute one (compound) word located between two blanks. The adjacency conditions on morpheme pairs can be described either by constraints or by lists: constraints determine their compatibility if any one of the morpheme pairs has strong generative power such as (1-a,b); if its distribution is restricted, we list all its morphemes-pairs as in (2-a,b tells that its distribution is restricted to the first place of a compound noun, we can output only (3-a) from "no-dong-ja-ga" and filter out (3-b). Our morphological analyzer contains adjacency conditions about 1,700 nouns which might have this type of ambiguities.
The word type "one syllable noun + case marker" causes one of the most frequently occurred ambiguities. The example (4) "sit-1U" can be analyzed as With the adjacency condition that "su" as a reliance noun cannot co-occur with an object marker since it should be followed by an intransitive verb, our system generates only (4-a) from "su-lwl" and it filters out (4-b).
The spelling errors that italiqueoccur frequently must also be corrected by the morphological analyzer. According to Korean orthography, a space must be given between "su(number[noun])" and its preceding noun. But a large number of examples from our corpus violate this rule. In the example (5), the current Korean morphological analyzers might generate only (5-a) from "no-dong-ja-su" which is incorrect.
Another type of our adjacency conditions gives priority to the parts-of-speech containing noun suffixes such as "-ja", "-ga", etc. followed by "su", even though the word is orthographically incorrect. Our system not only generates (5-b) from "no-dong-ja-su", but also assigns a positive value on it.
Compared to the other systems, the number of candidate morpheme strings can be reduced in our system with those adjacency conditions: when our system analyses successfully more than 99% of the corpus, 33.2% of its outputs show ambiguities and the average ambiguity number per one ambiguous word is 2.75. That means the average number of candidate morpheme strings is only 1.58 per one word.
III. Disambiguation by Rule-Based Approach
In the case that a word still has ambiguities after being processed by the morphological analyzer, our system depends on three different types of the rules for the disambiguation. The scope of those rules is inter-word: they can tell the compatibility of a morpheme with its preceding and/or following words. The rules are focused on a governing morpheme and parse its left and right context.
Even though the window size of context is determined by the linguistic constraints concerning that morpheme, users can reduce the window size to speed up the disambiguation process.
The first type of the rules concerns 63 specific morphemes (or parts-of-speech) such as "dae-ha-da (its conjugated forms dae-han, dae-hae, dae-hayeu : be over against)", "han (one/ done/ heart-burning)" and "su (number/ reliance noun)", since we found that more than 27% of all the ambiguous words in our corpus are related only to those 63 morphemes in some way. After describing the rules to disambiguate those morphemes and/or their related morphemes, we test those rules with a large corpus and refine them. These rules assign a positive or a negative values to the link between each of those morphemes and its following and/or preceding morphemes.
The second type of rules is related to the syntactic constraints of morphemes as follows [8] :
(i) Reliance nouns must follow a word of an adjective form; (ii) A word of an adjective form should be followed by a noun or another word of an adjective form; (iii) An intransitive verb or on adjective may not follow a noun of objective form, if they have also a adjective form; (iv) Declarative endings should precede a quotation mark; etc.
Each of the rules has different constraint power that affects the positive value of the morpheme when the rule is satisfied. The rule (i) is so strong that the system assigns a high value whereas the rule (iii), less strong than the rule (0, gives a relatively low value. But a negative value is assigned when any of those rules is not satisfied.
The third type of rules uses the collocation of morphemes. The stem " ssw" can have two different categories : a verb (write) and an adjective (bitter). In the case that its subject is "yak (medicine[noun])", a plant, etc., it must be an adjective. But if its subject is a human, it must be a verb. We are now trying to make such kind of heuristic rules for the disambiguation, depending mainly on 200,000 different words with high frequency. Those 200,000
words covers 87% of our corpus which contains 11 million words.
The following shows the process of disambiguation explained above in our system. 
2=>-gol gol + 1
The next word must be a noun or a word of an adjective form.
In the first step, the morpheme "gol" does not give any constraint on the following morphemes, while the rule (ii) tells that " gol+1" , as an adjective form, needs to be followed by a noun or a word of an adjective form. The next word must be either "iss-" or "ebs-"
step (III-2)
According to the rule (i), "su2" as a reliance noun requires that the preceding word must be an adjective form. Thus "gol" has a negative value with respect to "su2 + nwn" while "gol + 1" has a positive value. In the step (II), the system chooses only "gol-1 su2-nwn" when any other words are not followed.
Suppose that "gol-1 su-nwn" is followed by other words. Another constraint concerning "su2" tells that its following verbs must be "iss
The next word is not "iss-" nor "eb Since "-1 su2+postposition iss (can)", defined as an idiomatic expression, assigns a positive value to the link between "su2-nwn" and "iss-ta", the highest priority will be given to "gol-1 su2-nwn iss-ta (can snore)" in the step (III-1). And the same rule gives a negative value to the pair "su2-nwn" and "mo-lw-ji". In the step (III-2), "gol sul -nwn mo-lw-ji (do not know the number of goals)" is the unique output, because our system filters out all the negatively valued morpheme strings.
IV. Selection of the Most Feasible Morpheme String by Statistics
When we fail to disambiguate a word by applying rules using collocation of morphemes, our system selects the most feasible morpheme string depending on the properties of morphemes constituting one word. Although both the morphological analyzer and the selection routine use only the intra-word information, the selection routine is different from the morphological analyzer in the sense that morphological analyzer uses the constraints in order to remove incorrect morpheme strings whereas the selection depends on the property information for giving priority order to the remaining morpheme strings.
The selection routine uses, as intra-word properties, , CD the frequency of a morpheme in the corpus, © the patterns of a morpheme string according to categories of its morphemes, andCD special morphemes that can affect the selection of a morpheme string.
In the begining of our research, we expected that the following evaluation function based on the frequency could select effectively the most feasible morpheme string. Firstly, the high frequency does not always guarantee the high priority. Some morphemes such as "-/(object marker)" and "-n(topic marker)" (which are contracted forms of "wl" and "wn" respectively) have high frequency, since "i-geul(this + object marker)", "jeu-geul(that + object marker)", "i-geun(this + topic marker)", "jeu-geun(that + topic marker)", ... occur frequently in the corpus. The high frequency of those morphemes was unexpected. Actually, only a small number of words co-occur with "-l(postposition)" or "-n(postposition)". Even though their frequency in the corpus is high, most of them are unambiguous.
With the function described in (6), the system selected "ye-bu (whether[noun]) n(topic marker)" rather than "ye-bun (superfluity [noun])" which is correct. But in ambiguous cases, the morpheme string without "-n(topic marker)" and "-/(object marker)" has high priority to be corrected.
Secondly, the evaluation value of the morpheme strings containing a morpheme that does not appear in the our corpus becomes 0. For example, "so-jil" can be analyzed as (7-a) and (7-b) . In the case that the corpus does not contain(7-b), a morpheme string with "-/(object marker)" is selected even if the distribution of (7-a) is extremely restricted. The morpheme string (7-a) is correct only when "ha-da(do [verb] )" follows it and this case is covered by the collocation rules.
In the case of "gam-gag-gi-do" which has two interpretations, only (8-a) is selected by the evaluation function, because " gam-gag-gi(sensor)" does not exist in the corpus with 11 million words. Although (8-a) is not semantically correct, our morphological analyzer cannot remove this interpretation since it does not use semantic knowledge. The degradation by the missing morphemes in the corpus cannot be ignored to achieve the success rate of the disambiguation more than 97%.
In our experiment, the pattern of a morpheme string using the category information gives better results. Our selection routine prefers "noun + postposition" to "noun + noun" or "noun", if the postposition is neither "-/(object marker)" nor "-n(topic marker)" and if the noun is not one syllable noun. The morpheme string with one syllable noun is specially dealt with in our system, since they give great difficulties in morphological disambiguation of Korean. For example, "to-wi(discussion[noun])" is preferred rather than "to(road[noun])
wi(of[postposition])".
The preference patterns are based on the result of the statistical analysis of the patterns in the corpus. In this case, unambiguous words offer the statistical information. The words "gam-gag-gi-do" and "so-jil" can be successfully disambiguated by the preference patterns. But we use the evaluation function when the patterns are similar. For example, since "verb + ending" and "adjective + ending" are regarded as similar patterns. "sseu-seu" is analyzed as both (9-a) and (9-b). As "ssw(write [verb] )" is used more frequently than "ssw(bitter[adjective])", the selection routine gives priority to (9-a) if any other rule disambiguates it. The evaluation function also solves the ambiguities caused by the stemming of a compound noun and a compound predicate. For the disambiguation of the stemming ambiguity, the frequencies of the morphemes in morpheme strings are multiplied. In consequence, the word composed with less morphemes is preferred if all the frequencies of morphemes are same. The preference of less morphemes is a generalized rule which can be adapted to the disambiguation of Korean and Japanese.
If the morphological analyzer fails to analyze a given word or the value of the evaluation value is very low, our system calls the guessing routine for the process of unknown parts of speech. It guesses unknown parts of speech by removing the postposition and the ending attached to the word. If the system guesses more than two different unknown words, it selects the most feasible unknown parts of speech by the frequency of the postpositions and endings.
The accuracy of the guessing routine for the unknown parts of speech is about 98% and that of the disambiguation system is about 97.1% excluding words containing unknown parts of speech.
V. Conclusion
The approach described in this paper is different from the approach which is currently used for the Korean morphological disambiguation in the sense that the rules are applied first and the statistical method is supplementary. Although the rule-based approach is difficult to implement, we may confirm that the accuracy would be improved if we give much more knowledge in the system. We also assume that making a high quality tagged corpus for Korean is much more difficult than making linguistic rules. By using only linguistic and heuristic rules, we can achieve about 95.3% of accuracy. The accuracy is very high compared to the statistical methods. Until now, any disambiguation system does not exceed 93% of accuracy depending solely on the statistical methods. The processing speed is also not slow, as we adapt demon programming. That is, the dictionary information of the morphemes (or parts of speech) have the rule names to apply the ambiguities related to them. As our system does not use any domain specific rules, it is more robust than the statistical methods, too.
Our system using both rules and statistical data may yield a better result than the other Korean morphological disambiguation systems: the accuracy is about 97.1% for the textbooks of middle school and high school.
